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Abstract: - In wireless sensor network (WSN) various types of sensors are used and deployed in the network to collect useful
physical parameters and some highly sensitive information is then been transmitted between the nodes and to the base station,
without any human intervention. Hence, message authenticity and security are major requirements in WSN. Since the
cryptographic schemes used for wired networks tend to exhaust wireless sensor network resources, they cannot be directly used in
sensor networks. Here the Zero Knowledge Protocol (ZKP) is implemented in the network for the authentication and verification
of sender sensor nodes before transmitting any sensitive information. In proposed scheme an optimal number of challenge
questions are also used to maintain a balance between the added security and the increase in cost. Increase in the number of
challenge question makes up to the reduced key size thus providing an improved security. The proposed scheme was assessed based
on the MATLAB simulation and an analysis was performed.
Index terms: ZKP, WSN, authentication, sensor node.

II.
I.

RELATED WORK

INTRODUCTION

Sensor nodes are basically battery powered with
limited computation capability, Cluster Heads are nodes
that are more powerful than sensor nodes and Base
Stations are resource abundant. The key job of Nodes is to
continuously collect data for events of interests and deliver
the data to a designated Cluster Head. The major job of
Cluster Head is to aggregate all the data’s received and to
send to a Base Station. Implementing these authentication
mechanisms becomes very difficult because of their design
constrains, due to limited resources and their physically
insecure nature. The network autonomously must be able
to identify and prevent itself from these attacks. Due to an
insecure physical hardware and light weight operating
systems, the network is prone to clone attack. In case of
WSNs it is very easy for an adversary to capture or clone
nodes and place them into the network by copying the
cryptographic information. Malicious packet injection is
also very common through man in the middle attack. Few
of the highly regarded cryptographic mechanism such as
RSA used in wired networks which proposed solutions for
the above mentioned attacks cannot be used in WSNs
because of the lack of memory and computation power and
constrains on energy consumption, making it inappropriate.

Majority of the existing works in the field of
WSNs security such as SPINS [11], LEAP [13], and
TinySec [12] rely on symmetric encryption and secure
establishment of their keys is yet another serious challenge.
Hence an authentication mechanism would fail to comply
if the attacker attains a secret key or password even in
encrypted form. To overcome this issue, zero knowledge
protocol (ZKP) [5] is used where zero information about
the security key is exchanged between the communicating
nodes. Zero knowledge proof method, implementation of
identification schemes [6], and its variants have been
suggested for authentication purposes in various domains.
ZKP was first introduced by Goldwasser in [5] and it is
proven for its efficiency in cryptography with small
computational requirement. It can well be applied in places
of authentication and secure key exchange. ZKF has
extensively been used in many contexts; the usage of ZKP
in Wireless sensor network is shown in [1-3].
In [1] ZKP is implemented for WSN considering
the security attacks in WSN. It has been shown that ZKP
proves efficient for the clone and man in the middle
attacks. ZKP’s use in WSN was proposed by [9], an
Identification scheme for Base Nodes (IBN), where a
group of sensor nodes cooperatively authenticates, also
super-imposed disjunctive matrices were used for the
finger print generation. The overall communication cost
using the same would be high and in [2] a small version of
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ZKP is proposed for the wireless body area network
(WBAN) systems, Tiny-ZKP [REF]. It is proven effective
for such small networks but not for WSN systems. In this
paper, we propose a ZKP model, which provides increased
security, reduced communication cost with slight increase
in computation cost. In this paper, the method for
generation of fingerprint or the secret key provides better
security and is very simple to use when compared to the
technique in [2].
III.

ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROTOCOL

In cryptography, a zero-knowledge protocol is a
method by which one party (the prover) can prove to
another party (the verifier) that a given statement is true,
without conveying any additional information apart from
the fact that the statement is indeed true. Notice that the
notion only applies if the statement being proven is the fact
that the prover has such knowledge. This is a particular
case known as zero-knowledge proof of knowledge, and it
nicely illustrates the essence of the notion of zeroknowledge proofs: proving that one possesses a certain
knowledge is in most cases trivial if one is allowed to
simply reveal that knowledge; the challenge is proving that
one has such knowledge without revealing it or without
revealing anything else.

Authentication using Zero Knowledge Protocol
The zero knowledge proof relies on the fact that
during the entire process of authentication the secret key or
password is not revealed to the receiver node. The nodes
receive information only after successful authentication
from the receiver node. There is a zero knowledge protocol
mechanism between each node and cluster heads. Hence
there is an authentication process before any transmission
of data takes place.
The entire process of authentication (figure 1) can
be explained in the following steps:
 Step1: The prover P chooses a random number r,
calculates x (eq. 3)
 Step2: The prover P then send x to the verifier
 Step3: Now the verifier requests for the prover’s
protocol key vp from the base station accompanied
by its own protocol key vv = sv2mod N where sv is
the secret key of the verifier.
 Step4: Now the base station calculates the protocol
keyof the verifier z = sv2mod N, using the secret
keystored for corresponding node id.
 Step5: The base station then compares value z and
protocol key received from the verifier. If both
keys are equal, it authenticates the verifier.

For zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, the
protocol must necessarily require interactive input from the
verifier, usually in the form of a challenge or challenges
such that the responses from the prover will convince the
verifier if and only if the statement is true (i.e., if the
prover does have the claimed knowledge). This is clearly
the case, since otherwise the verifier could record the
execution of the protocol and replay it to someone else: if
this were accepted by the new party as proof that the
replaying party knows the secret information, then the new
party's acceptance is either justified - the replier 'does'
know the secret information - which means that the
protocol leaks knowledge and is not zero-knowledge, or it
is spurious.
Research in zero-knowledge proofs has been
motivated by authentication systems where one party
wants to prove its identity to a second party via some
secret information (such as a password) but doesn't want
the second party to learn anything about this secret. This is
called a "zero-knowledge proof of knowledge". However, a
password is insufficiently random to be used in many
schemes for zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge.

Figure1.Proposed Authentication Mechanism
 Step6: After successful authentication the base
station computes the protocol key of the prover and
sends it to the verifier. Transferring of protocol key
in a multi-hop network will not affect his security as
an adversary cannot deduce secret key from the
protocol key.
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 Step7: The verifier V now chooses a random
challenge question e (e=0, 1, 2, 3, 4), asks and ask
the prover P for Y = rse mod N.
 Step8: Prover then calculates Y using random
number r, secret key s and the challenge question e.
 Step9: Prover then sends back Y as a response to
thechallenge question.
 Step10: the verifier then compute and two values
val1 =Y2mod N and val2 = xvemod N with each
other.Val1 and val2 will only be equal if the
secretprovided by the prover matches the secret
keyprovided by the base station. As BS is the
trustedparty, the key match will prove the
authenticity ofthe prover P.
The secret key sj for a node is calculated by a using
a random hash function (eq 1).
𝑠𝑗 =

𝑘
𝑖=1

𝐶𝑗 + 𝑃𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝐹

(1)

The authentication process is initialized by the
prover by generating a random number r and calculates x =
r2mod N (eq. 2).
x = r2modN

(2)

Prover then sends x to the verifier (Node 4). Now
the verifier will request the base station for the protocol
key v2 (eq. 3)of the prover and sends its own protocol key
v4= s42mod Nalong with it.
V2 = s22modN:

(3)

The base station will first compute the protocol
key of the verifier using the stored secret key of the same
(s4) and then compares it with the protocol key received
from the verifier. If both values are found equal, then the
BS replies back with the protocol key (v2) of the prover.
This mechanism is termed as two-way authentication in
our proposed method. This mechanism is implemented to
authenticate the verifier node before the base station shares
any protocol key, hence improving security in the network.
The verifier will ask a random challenge question to the
prover after receiving the protocol key of the prover from
the base station. This challenge question will be a random
value of e. Based upon the challenge question asked by the
verifier, theprover replies with Y (eq. 4). The verifier then
calculates andcompares two values val1 (eq. 5) and val2
(eq. 7).
Y = rs2emodN
val1 = Y2modN

(4)
(5)

val1 = Y2modN = (rs2e)2modN = r2s22emodN
val2 = xv2emodN

(6)

(7)

val2 = xv2emodN = r2modN(s22)emodN = r2s22emodN (8)
For example for challenge question e=1:
val1 = r2s22modN

(9)

val2 = r2s22modN

(10)

The secret key s2in (eq. 5) comes from the
proverand the secret key s2in (eq. 7) comes from the
basestation. This way both val1 and val2 will only be equal
ifboth the secret keys match with each other i.e. if the
proveris legitimate and is using the secret key stored
during the pre-deployment stage. By using this protocol the
verifier can compare and match the secret key of the prover
from two sources without even learning the actual value of
the secret key of the prover.
This complete process of authentication, except
for protocol key exchange,isrepeated K times and for each
round, a new random number rand random challenge
question e is chosen. The protocol also requires the
response to a challenge to be provided within a time limit
such that it becomes computationally infeasible for an
impersonator to answer to the challenge by using brute
force method. This authentication mechanism is performed
before every initialization of data transmission. For every
authentication process, a new public key N is generated by
the base station. The entire process of authentication is
shown in figure 2, where Alice acts as the prover and Bob
acts as verifier and public key N is shared among them by
the base station.
In ZKP, the challenge question e plays a very
crucial part to authenticate the sender node. If an adversary
in the beginning of the authentication process possesses the
challenge question e, it can easily prove itself to be a
genuine sender. Hence it is very important that the
authentication process is repeated multiple times and
challenge key e should be chosen randomly for each round.
For an instance, if a false claimant knows the challenge
question e before the start of the authentication process, it
can claim to be a genuine node by generating an arbitrary
number a and sends x= a2/vemodN to the verifier. Upon
receiving the expected value of e, the false claimant sends
Y = a. The verifier will then computes val1 = Y2modN,
which becomes a2modN. It also computes val2= xvemodN
which becomes a2/vemodN. This process will result in val1
and val2 to be equal. This will lead to false authentication.
In [2] only two challenge questions were used (e = 0, 1).
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work in [18], where t is the number of rounds, l
being number of challenge questions and k is the
multiplicity of challenge.
2)
Computation cost Vs No. of Challenge Questions used
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The simulation results of the proposed network
model and its computation results are shown below.
Computation cost = t.l.(k + 1)/4

(11)

Figure 2. False claimant authentication in ZKP
Here the number of challenge questions increased
to 5 (e = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4). By having more options for e value
we have increased security of the protocol. If we have only
one option for e i.e. e=0, then at all rounds the adversary
can authenticate itself and ZKP will fail. If wehave two
options for e, i.e. e=0 and e=1, we will have a good
security but even then the randomness can be predicted by
high probability. So if we have more options for e, the
security is increased y several folds, but simultaneously the
computation cost will also increase. So through our
simulation we found an optimal number of challenge
questions to maintain a balance between the number of
challenge questions and that of the computation cost. By
increasing the number of challenge questions we were able
to reduce the number of rounds the authentication must be
performed.

Figure 3 shows the number of challenge questions
versus the computation plot for different number of rounds,
we can notice that as number of challenge question
increases, the computation cost also increases. We can also
see that computational cost will increase more rapidly with
the increase in number of rounds.
2) Security: In figure 4, ZKP performs better when
numbers of challenge questions are increased. Security in
the system is measured with increase in challenge
questions and we found that with increase in number of
challenge questions, lesser number of rounds are required
to provide optimum security than in [2].
Security = 2(k.t.l/2)
Security of ZKP Vs No. of Challenge Questions
1

Results Discussion
Here a model of ZKP scheme is developed in MATLAB,
and various performance analyses were done.
1) Computation cost: Computation cost for proposed
protocol can be derived as (eq. 11), similar to the
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In [2] when e has 2 values the optimal number of
rounds was10, which makes the probability of successful
authentication by a malicious node to be (1/2)10. Here ZKP
able to improve the security with lesser number of rounds
(K), by increasing the number of challenge questionse.
After successful authentication of the node K times, the
data transfer phase starts, wherein the nodes exchange
information.
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Figure 4.Security of the proposed ZKP model.
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